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ABSTRACT
Objective: To identify factors associated with intention
to attend a hypothetical eye health test and provide an
evidence base for developing an intervention to
maximise attendance, for use in studies evaluating
glaucoma screening programmes.

Design: Theory-based cross-sectional survey, based
on an extended Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)
and the Common Sense Self-Regulation Model,
conducted in June 2010.

Participants: General population including
oversampling from low socioeconomic areas.

Setting: Aberdeenshire and the London Boroughs of
Lewisham and Southwark, UK.

Results: From 867 questionnaires posted, 327
completed questionnaires were returned (38%). In
hierarchical regression analysis, the three theoretical
predictors in the TPB (Attitude, Subjective norm and
Perceived Behavioural Control) accounted for two-
thirds of the variance in intention scores (adjusted
R2¼0.65). All three predictors contributed significantly
to prediction. Adding ‘Anticipated regret’ as a factor in
the TPB model resulted in a significant increase in
prediction (adjusted R2¼0.74). In the Common Sense
Self-Regulation Model, only illness representations
about the personal consequences of glaucoma (How
much do you think glaucoma would affect your life?)
and illness concern (How concerned are you about
getting glaucoma?) significantly predicted. The final
model explained 75% of the variance in intention
scores, with ethnicity significantly contributing to
prediction.

Conclusions: In this population-based sample
(including over-representation of lower
socioeconomic groupings), the main predictors of
intention to attend a hypothetical eye health test
were Attitude, Perceived control over attendance,
Anticipated regret if did not attend and black
ethnicity. This evidence informs the design of
a behavioural intervention with intervention
components targeting low intentions and predicted
to influence health-related behaviours.

INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma is a leading cause of avoidable and
irreversible blindness worldwide.1 In the UK,
glaucoma is second to macular degeneration
as the most common cause of blindness. If
glaucoma is identified early, treatment is
effective at reducing progressive disease.2 It is
estimated, based on a synthesis of the avail-
able evidence, that the current UK practice
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ARTICLE SUMMARY

Article focus
- The current UK practice of opportunistic case

finding during routine sight tests misses
a majority of those with glaucoma. Early
detection and treatment of glaucoma reduces
the risk of blindness.

- The feasibility and cost-effectiveness of
screening programmes is largely determined by
uptake by the target population.

- This study identified empirical evidence, based
on models of behaviour change, to inform the
design of an intervention to maximise uptake.

Key messages
- Intention to attend an eye health check to detect

glaucoma is associated with positive Attitude,
Perceived control over screening attendance,
Anticipated regret if test is not attended,
perceived consequences of glaucoma and black
ethnicity. These factors can be targeted in an
intervention to maximise uptake.

Strengths and limitations of this study
- This study is the largest of its kind and uses

a robust methodology based on plausible models
of change to identify potential barriers to
attendance for eye care.

- The response rate was 38%, which is higher than
generally achieved in similar population-based
surveys.

- There was evidence to suggest that this sample
was representative of the target population
(general population with over-representation of
black ethnicity or of low socioeconomic status).
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of opportunistic case finding during routine sight tests
misses a majority of those with glaucoma.3 Identified risk
factors for developing the most common form of glau-
coma (open angle glaucoma) include: age (>60 years),
family history of glaucoma in a first-degree relative,
myopia, diabetes and black ethnicity.3 Late presentation,
older age and poor adherence to treatment are impor-
tant determinants of blindness.4e6 Late presentation
may be due to patient delay in terms of attendance for
testing, process delay in terms of missed diagnosis or
system delay leading to delayed access to treatment.7

There is evidence to suggest that uptake of eye care
services may be lower in groups at risk of glaucoma
blindness. In the UK, uptake of current eye care services
is lower in black ethnic groups (38% of those aged
55 years and older compared to 80% of the same age
group in the general population).8 In addition, lower
socioeconomic groups and/or black and other ethnic
minority groups are less likely to attend for health
promotion and preventive services more generally.9 10

Considering the public health importance of glaucoma
and that early detection and treatment reduce the risk of
blindness, a screening programme could be consid-
ered.11 However, there is insufficient evidence from
high-quality studies that the benefits of glaucoma
screening or enhanced case detection programmes
outweigh any potential harm (such as raising anxiety
levels).3 Such evidence would be best gathered in the
context of a randomised controlled trial.11 For public
health programmes, a major determinant of both feasi-
bility and cost-effectiveness is the level of uptake by the
target population.12 Uptake involves intentional behav-
iour (eg, intend to go to screening appointment) and is
likely to be influenced by the way people think (ie, their
cognitions) about the action (attending an eye test) or
the condition (glaucoma). We investigated the factors
that predict intention to attend an ‘eye health test’ based
on (1) the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)13 and
(2) the Common Sense Self-Regulation Model (CS-
SRM).14 The TPB proposes that intentions are deter-
mined by Attitude (beliefs about whether the benefits
outweigh the costs), Subjective norm (perceived
normative pressures) and Perceived control over the
behaviour. There is consistent evidence that adding
‘Anticipated regret’ as a factor (ie, beliefs about whether
feelings of regret will follow from inaction) to the TPB
model increases prediction of intention and behaviour.15

The model including Anticipated regret is hereafter
referred to as the extended TPB model. The CS-SRM
proposes that cognitive representations (a ‘mental
picture’) or emotional representations (worry or
concern) about a health threat lead to behaviours that
assist in coping with the threat. Ideally, an intervention
to maximise uptake of a screening programme would be
based on empirical evidence of an association between
these cognitive or emotional factors and intention to
attend the eye test to ensure that the intervention is
based on identified (rather than assumed) barriers to

uptake. Therefore, we conducted a study to identify the
predictors of intention to attend for eye testing, using
the factors proposed by the extended TPB to predict
intention and the factors proposed by the CS-SRM to
lead to coping behaviours. Specifically, we investigated
the associations between intention to attend an eye test
and:
1. measures of how people think about attending an

‘eye health test’ (Intention, Attitude, Subjective
norm, Perceived Behavioural Control, Anticipated
regret);

2. measures of how people think and feel about
glaucoma (illness representations, ie, Consequences,
Timeline, Personal control, Treatment control, Iden-
tity, Concern, Coherence, Emotional representation);

3. other personal attributes (ie, socio-demographic vari-
ables that are known risk factors for glaucoma and
knowledge of glaucoma).
Identified predictors would provide an evidence base

for developing a behavioural intervention to maximise
uptake of glaucoma screening or enhanced case detec-
tion programmes.

METHODS
Study design and population
We used a cross-sectional survey design to identify factors
associated with intention to attend an eye health test,
among members of the general population on the
edited electoral register in two UK locations: Aber-
deenshire (to target a mixture of urban and rural Scot-
tish residents) and the London Boroughs of Lewisham
and Southwark (areas with a high Black Afri-
caneCaribbean population). The initial sample was
obtained from a commercial company specialising in the
supply of publically available data (names and addresses)
for use in research.16 We requested a sample that was
systematically biased towards people older than 40 years,
in lower socioeconomic groups and/or of Afri-
caneCaribbean ethnicity.3 17 We used the Index of
Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 2007 and the Scottish Index
of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) to independently assess
the socioeconomic status of the initial sample. These
indices provide relative ranking of geographic areas
(data zones) within England or Scotland according to
the levels of deprivation. The IMD is based on 37
different indicators of deprivation, weighted and
combined to give a relative ranking for data zones
ranging from most deprived (rank 1) to least deprived
(rank 32 482). The SIMD uses different indicators to the
IMD but provides a relative rank for Scottish data zones
ranging from most deprived (rank 1) to least deprived
(Rank 6505).

Materials
We used a questionnaire based on the extended TPB
and the CS-SRM to identify factors associated with
intention to attend an eye health test. Twenty factors
were measured: four from the TPB, eight from the
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CS-SRM and eight medical and demographic factors (see
below). We used the phrase ‘new eye health test’ and not
‘glaucoma screening test’ in the questionnaire to mini-
mise anxiety that may be caused if the selected members
of the public mistakenly believed that we had
approached them after identifying an underlying
‘problem’ with their eyes.
The questionnaire was presented in three sections.

Section A contained 18 items based on the components
of the extended TPB (Intention, Attitude, Subjective
norm, Perceived Behavioural Control and Anticipated
regret), with items measured on 7-point response scales
with consistent direction (ie, high scores indicating
high intention, Perceived Behavioural Control and
Anticipated regret, positive Attitude and more positive
normative pressures). Items designed to assess the
same construct were separated and presented in a
non-systematic order (in accordance with TPB
guidance).13 18 Examples of section A items are shown
in table 1. The full questionnaire is available in supple-
mentary file 1. Section B (table 1) assessed illness
representations and emotional representations about
glaucoma using items adapted from the Brief Illness

Perceptions Questionnaire (Brief IPQ).19 The Brief IPQ
is a validated questionnaire that measures the compo-
nents of the CS-SRM that are proposed to influence
health-related coping behaviour. Rewording of items for
specific conditions and for people without a diagnosis
are part of the standard use of the questionnaire,20 and
items in section B were adapted to be appropriate to this
study. Each item assesses a different domain of illness
representations, on a 10-point scale, and each is analysed
separately.19 An item assessing knowledge of the term
glaucoma (Have you heard of the eye condition glaucoma?)
preceded the Brief IPQ items in section B.
Section C of the questionnaire contained socio-

demographic and general health items (gender, general
health status, time since last eye test) and items to assess
identified risk factors for glaucoma (age; diabetes,
myopia; family history of glaucoma and ethnicity). In
addition, unique study identification numbers enabled
us to identify the location (London or Aberdeenshire)
and socioeconomic status of the invited sample and
responders.
We pilot tested the questionnaire with two members of

the general population to assess usability and identify

Table 1 Sample questionnaire items designed to assess theoretical predictors

Items designed to measure each component Response options

Section A
Dependent variable:
intention (items: A1,
A8, A17)

If I received a letter inviting me to attend
for an eye health test I would attend

Strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7)

Predictors
Attitude (items:
A21AeA21F)

For me, attending an eye health test
would be.

Not worthwhile (1) to worthwhile (7); bad
use of my time (1) to good use of my
time (7)

Subjective norm
(items: A6, A19, A20)

Most people who are important to me would
think that I should attend an eye health test

Strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7)

Perceived behavioural
control (items: A5, A14,
A15, A22)

Whether I attend an eye health test would
be entirely up to me

Strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7)

Anticipated regret
(items: A7, A18)

If I was invited for an eye health test and I
did not attend I would later wish I had

Strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7)

Section B (items B2eB9) 10-point response options
Consequences How much do you think glaucoma would

affect your life?
No effect at all (1) to would severely affect
my life (10)

Timeline How long do you think glaucoma lasts? Very short time (1) to forever (10)
Personal control Once a person has been diagnosed with

glaucoma, how much control do you think
they have over the disease?

Extreme amount of control (1) to absolutely
no control (10)

Treatment control How helpful do you think treatment is for
glaucoma?

Extremely helpful (1) to not at all (10)

Identity How much do you think a person with
glaucoma would experience symptoms

No symptoms at all (1) to many sever
symptoms (10)

Concern How concerned are you about getting
glaucoma?

Not at all concerned (1) to extremely
concerned (10)

Coherence How well do you feel you understand
glaucoma?

Understand very clearly (1) to do not
understand at all (10)

Emotional representation How much does the possibility of getting
glaucoma affect you emotionally?

Not at all affected emotionally (1) to
extremely emotionally affected (10)

Full questionnaire included as a supplementary file.
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any need for clarification of wording. This resulted in
changes to the instruction sheet to emphasise our
interest in the honest opinions of participants and not
socially desirable responses.

Procedure
The questionnaire was mailed to 867 potential partici-
pants (421 in London and 446 in Aberdeenshire) in
June 2010 together with an information letter (see
supplementary file 2) and reply paid envelope. One
reminder was sent to non-responders 2 weeks later. The
return of a completed questionnaire was considered as
consent to take part. Ethical approval for the survey was
obtained from the University of Aberdeen College of
Life Sciences and Medicine Ethics Review Board (Ref:
CERB/2010/4/507). The postal survey reported in this
paper formed part of a larger study to assess the feasi-
bility of conducting a randomised controlled trial of
glaucoma screening.21

Sample size and statistical analyses
Multiple regression approaches were used to identify
factors associated with intention to attend a hypothetical
eye health test. The recommended minimum sample is
calculated as 50+8 m, where m is the number of
predictor variables.22 This study design involved a total
of 20 potential predictor variables, and the minimum
sample size required was thus 210. The internal consis-
tency of each multi-item measure was assessed using
Cronbach’s a (for measures with three or more items)
and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (for the 2-item
measure of Anticipated regret), using an acceptability
criterion of a>0.65 and r>0.5, respectively.23 In addi-
tion, measures of central tendency and dispersion were
computed for measures in sections A and B.
The primary analysis addressed the prediction of

intention to attend an eye health test. A four-step hier-
archical regression analysis explored the predictive value
of (1) the TPB measures, (2) Anticipated regret, (3) the
Brief IPQ measures and (4) socio-demographic and
general health variables in explaining variance in
participants’ intention to attend a test. Variables that did
not contribute significantly to the model (p>0.05) at
their point of entry were excluded in later steps. The
TPB constructs were entered at step 1 as these are
proposed by the theory to be the proximal predictors of
intention. Anticipated regret was added at step 2 as this
variable represents an extension of the TPB. Step 3
involved the addition of the Brief IPQ items (as they
represent cognitions at a more contextual level). At step
4, demographic and general health variables were added
(as they represent the broader personal context in which
screening behaviour would be performed). Prior to
inclusion in the model, independent sample t tests were
performed to compare intention scores of dichotomised
demographic and general health variables. Only those
variables for which there was a significant difference in
intention scores were added to the regression model at
step 4. There was no imputation of missing data.

RESULTS
Response rates and responder characteristics
Of the 867 questionnaires sent out, 327 completed
questionnaires were returned, representing a response
rate of 38%. The response rate differed by geographical
area with London achieving 24% (101/421) and Aber-
deenshire 51% (226/446). However, the areas did not
differ on the key variable we were attempting to predict
(intention) (p¼0.084) so we combined the two samples
for the primary analysis. Of the 11 445 possible data
points in the returned questionnaire, 2.1% of data were
missing. The mean (SD) age of respondents was 54
(12) years. The socioeconomic status of respondents, in
both locations, was representative of those sampled and
achieved the desired weighting towards people in lower
socioeconomic groups: mean IMD rank of the London
sample was 4818 versus 4809 for respondents; mean
SIMD of the Aberdeenshire sample was 2818 versus 2914
for respondents. The most commonly reported health
status was ‘good’ (41%). Ten per cent of the sample
reported black ethnicity (table 2), and 81% reported
having an eye test within the previous 3 years.
Internal consistency of the extended TPB measures

was satisfactory with reliabilities (Cronbach’s a) of the
Intention, Attitude, Subjective norm and Perceived
Behavioural Control scales >0.65 and the Anticipated
regret scale >0.5 (Pearson’s correlation coefficient).
Summary statistics for each variable are shown in table 3.
All variables representing the extended TPB had
medians >6.3 (on a scale of 1e7), suggesting potential
ceiling effects (generally positive views and intentions).
Although intention was generally high (figure 1), there
was still a substantial proportion of respondents (54.7%)
who reported a mean intention score of <7, indica-
ting some reservation in their intention to attend.
All measures of the CS-SRM variables, apart from Treat-
ment control, had medians >5 (on a scale of 1e10),
representing generally negative representations about
glaucoma (table 3).

Table 2 Sample characteristics from both locations

Sample characteristic n (%)

Male 143 (43.7)
General health status
Excellent 18 (5.5)
Very good 79 (24.2)
Good 134 (41.0)
Fair 71 (21.7)
Poor 18 (5.5)

Heard of the term glaucoma 280 (85.6)
Last eye test within 3 years 265 (81.0)
Black ethnicity (Black British, Caribbean,
African)

33 (10.1)

Diabetic 37 (11.3)
Short-sighted 144 (44.0)
Family history of glaucoma 53 (16.2)
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The Pearson’s correlations between intention to
attend an eye health test and the theoretical predictor
variables are shown in table 3. Higher intention to
attend was significantly associated with all the predictors
as proposed by the theories.
Intention scores for groups defined by demographic

and general health variables are shown in table 4. There
was a significant difference in the intention scores for
respondents of black and non-black ethnicity and for
respondents who reported that they had heard of glau-
coma compared with those who had not. Both variables
were therefore included in the regression model at step
4. The other five variables in table 4 were excluded. A
further risk factor for glaucoma, the continuous variable
‘age’, was also entered at step 4 as it was highly corre-
lated with intention to attend an eye health screening
test (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient¼0.155,
p¼0.006).
The results of the hierarchical regression analysis are

presented in tables 5 and 6. At step 1, the three theo-

retical predictors of the TPB (Attitude, Subjective norm
and Perceived Behavioural Control) accounted for two-
thirds of the variance in intention scores (adjusted
R2¼0.65), and all three predictors contributed signifi-
cantly to prediction. The addition of Anticipated regret
at step 2 resulted in a significant increase in prediction
(adjusted R2¼0.74). At step 3, only representations
about consequences of the condition (How much do you
think glaucoma would affect your life?) and illness concern
(How concerned are you about getting glaucoma?) signifi-
cantly predicted. The final model (step 4) explained
75% of the variance in intention scores, with ethnicity
significantly contributing to prediction.

DISCUSSION
This study showed that, in this population-based sample,
intention to attend an eye health test was relatively high
and was related to Attitude, Subjective norm, Perceived
Behavioural Control, Anticipated regret, perceived
consequences of having glaucoma and ethnicity. In
other words, people who reported that they were in
favour of attending an eye health test, that other people
would approve of their attending, that they would be able
to attend and that they would regret not attending were
more likely to report strong intention to attend such
a test. (The effect size for the association between
Subjective norm and intention was small, so Subjective
norm will not be considered further). In this sample, in
which lower socioeconomic status was well represented,
the theory did better in predicting intention than is
usually reported in the literature (ie, 65% in this study,
40% frequently reported) demonstrating the theoretical
coherence of the data.24 People who reported that
glaucoma would negatively affect their life (consequences
of glaucoma) were more likely to report strong intention
to attend an eye health test, but the effect size was small.

Table 3 Summary statistics for theory-based variables in the analysis including correlations with intention scores

Section and factor Mean (SD) Median (Q1, Q3)
Pearson’s correlation
with intention score

Section A: attending an eye health test
Intention 6.3 (1.0) 6.7 (6.0, 7.0)
Attitude 6.3 (1.0) 6.7 (6.0, 7.0) 0.67**
Subjective norm 6.0 (1.2) 6.3 (5.3, 7.0) 0.59**
Perceived behavioural control 6.3 (0.8) 6.5 (6.0, 7.0) 0.71**
Anticipated regret 6.0 (1.2) 6.5 (5.5, 7.0) 0.76**

Section B: illness and emotional representations of glaucoma
Consequences 8.6 (1.9) 9.5 (8.0, 10.0) 0.44**
Timeline 8.6 (2.0) 10.0 (8.0, 10.0) 0.24**
Personal control 6.2 (2.7) 6.0 (4.0, 8.0) �0.43
Treatment control 3.2 (2.4) 3.0 (1.0, 5.0) 0.28**
Identity 6.8 (2.4) 7.0 (5.0, 8.5) 0.17**
Illness concern 7.3 (2.8) 8.0 (5.0, 10.0) 0.35**
Coherence 6.6 (2.7) 7.0 (5.0, 9.0) 0.16**
Emotional representation 6.0 (2.8) 6.0 (4.0, 8.0) 0.25**

Scales ranged from: (1) negative intention/belief to (7) positive intention/belief (section A); (1) positive representation of glaucoma to (10)
negative representation of glaucoma (section B).
**p<0.01.

Figure 1 Frequency distribution of mean intention scores
(possible range 1e7).
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Intention was not uniquely predicted by knowledge or
perceptions about glaucoma nor was it associated with
age when analysed with the other predictors. However,
people of black ethnicity, known to be at increased risk
of developing glaucoma, were less likely than those of
other ethnicities to report strong intention to attend
such a test. This pattern of findings can be used as an
evidence base for developing an intervention to be
evaluated in a possible population-based screening trial.

Implications of this evidence base for designing
a behavioural component of a complex intervention to
improve glaucoma detection
Intention scores were generally high, as were measures
of other variables that represented the way people
thought about attending a hypothetical eye health test.
The data indicate that a large proportion of this sample
was highly receptive to the idea of an eye health
programme to detect glaucoma. Motivation (ie, high

intention24) is thus possibly not a barrier to uptake of
a screening programme for the majority of this sample.
However, there was still a substantial proportion of the
sample (54.7%) who reported some uncertainty about
their intention (ie, mean intention score <7) (figure 1).
Thus, an intervention could include components to
increase motivation to attend. The distribution of
intention scores (median of 6.7 on a 7-point scale) also
indicated that many in the sample reported that they
were highly motivated to re-arrange other priorities in
order to attend a screening test. This is not to say that all
people who strongly intend to attend would actually do
so. We were unable to estimate the likely size of the
‘intentionebehaviour’ gap for attendance at this hypo-
thetical eye health test as a glaucoma screening
programme is not current policy. However, the literature
suggests that around 50% of people who intend to
perform a health-related behaviour actually translate
that intention into action.25 Thus, intervention compo-
nents could target ‘post-intentional’ (action) processes
to support increased uptake of a screening programme
or an enhanced case detection programme by assisting
people to translate their high intentions into actual
behaviour. The inclusion of non-modifiable socio-
demographic and general health variables in the
predictive model enabled us to determine that, in
addition to targeting modifiable predictors of intention
to attend an eye test, it would be appropriate to develop
an intervention that is tailored to different ethnic

Table 4 Independent sample t tests on intention scores

Ny Mean intention score SD t p

Heard of glaucoma
Yes 280 6.33 0.91 2.04 0.047**
No 44 5.87 1.43

Gender
Male 143 6.28 0.88 0.17 0.868
Female 177 6.30 1.05

Ethnicity
All black ethnicities 33 5.80 1.51 2.05 0.048**
All other ethnicities 281 6.35 0.87

Diabetes
Yes 37 6.41 0.98 0.71 0.476
No 278 6.29 0.96

Last eye test
Within the last 3 years 265 6.29 1.00 0.17 0.867
More than 3 years ago/never 56 6.31 0.86

Short-sighted
Yes 144 6.30 0.91 0.84 0.402z
No 107 6.19 1.14
Don’t know 61 6.44 0.82

Family history of glaucoma
Yes 53 6.43 0.69 1.11 0.269z
No 172 6.27 1.00
Don’t know 94 6.30 0.99

yNumbers for each variable do not add up to 327 as some participants did not provide the information.
zThe test was between ‘yes’ and ‘no’ with those answering ‘don’t know’ left out. When the t tests were repeated with the variables coded
dichotomously (yes vs ‘not yes’), the t tests remained non-significant.
**p<0.05.

Table 5 Hierarchical regression model summary for
predicting intention to attend and eye test

Model R2 R2 change p Value

1 0.651 0.651 <0.001
2 0.738 0.088 <0.001
3 0.747 0.009 0.006
4 0.752 0.004 0.025
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groups. However, there was no evidence to suggest that
tailoring to different age groups is warranted.
In summary, an intervention to increase uptake could

include components to increase motivation and
components to increase action. In addition, tailoring of
the intervention to increase motivation in people of
black ethnicity should be considered (eg, a letter of
invitation endorsed by a relevant community leader).
Methods have recently been reported for developing
interventions based on the evidence reported here.26

Hence, it would be feasible to design an intervention to
support both (1) motivation to attend and (2) action
(attendance for testing). An intervention to increase
motivation could include techniques such as persuasive
communication (eg, argument in favour of attending,
delivered by letter, mass media or an individual matched
to the target group) to target people’s beliefs about the
benefits of screening (Attitude, Anticipated regret) and
factors likely to make it easier to attend the test
(Perceived Behavioural Control). In addition, prompts
and/or reminders (eg, letters or phone calls) and
contracts (ie, written and signed agreements to attend)
could make actual attendance more likely among those
who are motivated to attend for screening.

Strengths and limitations of the study
This study is the largest of its kind and uses a robust
methodology based on plausible models of change to
identify potential barriers to attendance for eye care. We
avoided the term ‘glaucoma screening’ in the participant
information sheet and questionnaire, instead using the
phrase ‘new eye health tests’. Our purpose was to mini-
mise potential participant anxiety that they had been
specifically targeted in a research study about a serious
condition. However, the use of a generic description of
the proposed eye test has generated results that are
applicable to development of interventions for
improving attendance at eye care services more generally.
The response rate was 38%, which is higher than

generally achieved in similar population-based
surveys.27 28 There was evidence to suggest that this
sample was representative of the target population
(general population with oversampling from low
socioeconomic areas). Furthermore, the intention to
attend an eye health test did not differ significantly

between the two locations. The proportion of partici-
pants reporting having their eyes tested in the last 3 years
(81%) was consistent with findings in the general
population.8 The socioeconomic status and sample
characteristics of responders and non-responders
suggested that responders were not distinguishable from
non-responders on these variables, and the desired
weighting towards people in lower socioeconomic
groups was achieved. Furthermore, groups that might be
at higher risk of developing glaucoma including hard-
to-reach groups were well represented in the sample. For
example, 2.0% of the UK population29 but 10% of our
sample are of black ethnicity. In addition, there was
a good spread of general health status in the sample, but
the proportion reporting excellent health (5.5%) was
lower than the UK average (21.3%).30

CONCLUSIONS
This study identified that, in a population-based sample
(including over-representation of lower socioeconomic
groupings), the main predictors of intention to attend
for sight testing to detect glaucoma were Attitude,
Perceived control over attendance, Anticipated regret if
not attended and black ethnicity. This evidence will
inform the design of a behavioural intervention to
maximise screening uptake. The intervention compo-
nents that are the likely ‘best bets’ for targeting these
factors can be selected using a tool systematically devel-
oped for this purpose.26 This study illustrates the
evidence base that is required to inform the development
of interventions to influence health-related behaviours.
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